Instructions
Our profession is constantly changing. Our business is constantly changing. New ideas and information occurs
daily. Use of new instrumentation, software and protocols will need to be taught and learned. We attempt to
educate ourselves as soon as possible in our changing lives. We must discuss changes with each other to better
implement the change(s). Further we must be continually educating ourselves and implementing changes from that
education. Most exchanges that occur in the hospital are thought of as education, not as a correction. Many changes
that occur will require adjustments to other aspects of our hospital or our policies. Your perception of these needs is
valuable. You should speak up and assert what you feel also needs to be addressed at a proper time.

Corrections
There are instances when corrections must be made. Dr. Bennett or other supervisory employees may need to
immediately correct employees when an error has been made or discovered. This is not to be considered discipline,
but instead as instruction of a change that must occur. This will not be considered a verbal warning unless the error
continues to occur and you are informed that you are receiving a verbal warning. Corrections are not a personal
issue, but rather a training issue and as such may occur when others may overhear. Corrections should be accepted
and the error should no longer be made. Corrections assist us in keeping to established policies and procedures.
Following established policies and procedures helps our business run smoother and more efficiently.
If you are corrected, but feel a change in policy or procedure would benefit the business, please bring your
suggestions to Dr. Bennett at a time that is opportune to the business. You should be prepared to make suggestions
as to how the change overall will benefit the practice.

Standards of Conduct
Listed below are reasons for immediate dismissal:
A. Falsification of medical or hospital records.
B. Falsification of time clock records
C. Acting carelessly or using misconduct which results in property damage, personal injury, or placing the status of
this hospital in jeopardy.
D. The refusal or failure to follow instructions or your supervisor’s orders regarding work assignments, established
policies or procedures.
E. The use or possession of drugs, other than those prescribed by a doctor; intoxicating beverages; marijuana or
narcotics.
F. Indecent or immoral conduct on the hospital premises.
G. Abusing, fighting, or striking staff members or animals.
H. Defacing clinic property.
I. Smoking on hospital grounds or in offices.
J. Assisting unauthorized persons to gain entrance to the hospital.
K. Tampering with locked cabinets, file cabinets, or boxes for which you are not authorized.
L. Violations of safety, health, and fire that the fire department has established for the well being of our clients and
staff members.
M. Failure to report a theft or any property that has sustained damage.
N. Display of insubordination.
Any repeated violation of the following rules will result in possible suspension and/or immediate dismissal:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Excessive lateness or tardiness and the failure to notify your supervisor.
Engaging in horseplay that causes a disturbance while on hospital time.
Leaving the hospital property, loitering, or wasting time without permission.
Wearing jewelry, clothing, and footwear that can be unsafe.
Disregarding hospital rules intentionally.
Soliciting, selling, or collecting money for any purpose without the prior approval of your supervisor.
Tampering with work schedules without the approval of your supervisor.
Drinking or eating on hospital grounds in unauthorized areas.
Removing any material from bulletin boards or altering memos without the authorization of your supervisor or
the hospital owner.
Placing your personal belongings in someone else’s locker or closet.

When management finds that an employee’s performance is not satisfactory or that the employee’s conduct is not
acceptable or for any other reason deemed by the hospital to be insufficient, disciplinary action may be taken.
This may range from informal discussion with the employee to immediate discharge. The hospital will consider, in
its opinion, the seriousness of the situation, the employee’s work history, and other relevant factors.

Disciplinary Procedures
This hospital will provide consistent policies when dealing with disciplinary problems. We believe that this policy
will promote good relationships with employees and their supervisors. The supervisors will explain the importance
of following all the rules set up by this hospital regarding health and safety, work responsibilities, and conduct.
When disciplinary procedures are used, they are to help employees improve their performances. All attempts will be
made to conduct disciplinary procedures in private. Disciplinary procedures will include the following:
Verbal warnings
Written warnings
Temporary suspension
Termination
We will do our best to help each and every employee who is having problems with work. Our philosophy to
maintain a compatible working atmosphere is of utmost importance.

Termination
This hospital will treat all resignations as either voluntary or involuntary. They will be defined in the following
manner:
Voluntary: This is a resignation that has been initiated by the employee. We understand that there are times when
an employee may choose to leave this hospital to pursue other interests. Please give your supervisor at least two
weeks written notice.
Involuntary: This is a termination that has been initiated by the employer. This will result when any employee has
broken practice rules which may include the following: drug or alcohol use, theft, excessive absenteeism,
insubordination, dishonesty, forgery, animal mistreatment, job abandonment, or the inability to perform job duties.
Employees may be involuntarily terminated for any reason, if deemed in the best interest of the hospital.
In the event of a termination, the employee must return all uniforms, company equipment and keys in good
condition. Upon termination, all benefits will be forfeited. Any veterinary bills owed to this hospital for personal
pet care will be subtracted from your final paycheck. A further deduction will be made if hospital property is not
returned in good condition and before the final paycheck is prepared.
The final paycheck will be available on the next scheduled payday.
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SEPARATION NOTICE
Employee Name:
_______________________________________________________________________
Last MI First
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
Street City State Zip
Social Security Number: ______-_____-___________ Phone: (______)______-_____________
Last Day Worked: _____/____/_____ Last Position Held (Title): __________________________
Reason for Separation:
Voluntary Reasons
Quit (no other info)

To access other work

Medical / Maternity

Relocating

Personal / Family

To Attend School

Military

Job Dissatisfaction

Other (describe)
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
Involuntary Reasons *
Repeated Insubordination*

Repeated Tardiness/Absenteeism*

Falsified Application*

Repeated violations (Safety Rules)*

Violation of Company Policies*

Violation of Drug Free Workplace*

Dishonesty / Theft*

Substandard Performance*

Failure to return from Leave Of Absence

Destruction of Company Property*

Unsuccessful Probationary Period (120 days)*
Other
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
*Attach documentation: give dates & copies of warnings, corrective interviews and prior violations.
Remuneration Paid after Separation: (Report on Time Sheet Also)
List All In Detail:
_______________________________________________________________________
Deductions On Final Check (Or checks)______________________________________
_______________________________________ _______/_________/_________
Employee Signature Date
_______________________________________ _______/_________/_________
Supervisor Signature Date

EXIT QUESTIONAIRE
Please use the space below to answer the following questions:
What did you like about working here?
Did you receive the recognition you expected?
Were you given sufficient support/training?
Was the work challenging and rewarding?
Did you feel that you were treated fairly by management and the other employees?
If you were the owner, what would you do to improve the practice for the employees?
Give three reasons why working here was not the best situation for you?
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